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I. Introduction 

,In non-Abelian gauge .theories there are special solutions that 
are called instantons, solitons, ·etc., .Cthev have topological charac-, - . /U . ~ 
teris~ics) , • . · ·· ·· 

By analogy with quantum mechanics, one relates these quasi
particles to a complex structure of ,the vacuum .(or, to be more speci"'.'. ,;, 
fie, to transitions between different vacuum stat~s)/2/. 

At' ·present there is rio alternative point of· view. 
We think, however, that there can be an alternative approach 

to interpretation of topological solutions appearing in non-Abelian 
gauge the.ories. Our opinion is based on the fact that in non-Abelian 
gauge theories the existence of. vector fields is. postulated. The_ 

' 
particles corresponding to these fieids are point-like and structu-
reless. In non-Abelian gauge theories these vector particles inter
act n9n-linearly. These non-linear interactions between particles 

,result in non-local objects (quasiparticles) with topological charac
teristics. These quasiparticles are not at all identical to initial,, ..... 
point-like structureless vector particles. Roughly, we obtain a non;.. 

local quasiparticle,which is a non.:..1foear superposition of initial l.{~int 
like vector p~rticles. Now we see that quasiparticles are· derivatives 
of initial vector fields and thus they: cannot change the vacuum struc
ture of initial vector (fields) .. particles. , 

A more adeguate interpretation of these non-local quasiparticles 
is f_ormation of non-local superpositional .objects in plasma. (of zero 
temperaturefof vector point"."like particle~_(th1s P.~int,'of view cor"". 
responds .to .~he traditional point of view on thi~_P.fOblem in. physics)~. 

· Then some questions arise, two of them.. being -~a sic ones_:_. 

I. ;f. the whole .. plasma of vector particles changes into. these 
non-local particles,· the complete restructuring ~f 'the initi;i 
vacu~ state and transition to ·a new vacuum state is'·p~s~ibie. ' 

-' ' ''t ,, '. ·, 

2. _ It the plasma of. yector particles i_s p~pulated with r.ion
local quasiparticles, interaction between ,initial vector,fields and 
these non"'.'.local .quasi particles is possible, and this E3ffect ,must be 
taken into account in tbe final Lagrangian •. 

Now let• s return to the problem of. the'. complex vacuum structure 
in non-Abelian gauge theories and the place of Majorana particles 'in'. 
these theories. 
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2. On the vacuum structure in non-Abelian gauge theories 

and Majorana particles 

Let's consider the grounds for the assumption of the complex 
vacuum structure in non-Abelian gauge theories. First, we consider 
Bloch functions in condensed matter physics (it is this example that 
is usually given·as an analogue of the complex vacuum structure), 
and then we proceed to non-Abelian gauge theories. 

a) The Bloch function for solid state physics /J/ has the 
form 

t/J ) i l<X · T I< ( )( .=:. e, t.l I'- ( X) I 

(I) 
where U,K (X) is the periodical function of the straight lattice pe- i 

riod. The property of this function is its transitional invariance 

T mn.p t· =- i +-lmnp-= )(1- tnd. +nlf+-pe-

'r.,.,, rip !f,Jx J ·=- lf't<. ( X- + rn a... + n t t (7 c.) ; Cm n/f,clt.),c 2 ) 

where wi, , /IL, , p are integer numbers. If .periodical boundary 
conditions are satisfied, 

lf '{. (x +Ncx.) ~ Vi: (x) 
. cj. ·:..::. .exp ( lut' y-/;V)) ~ = t./11 ., IV. 

(.J) 

These properties of the Bloch function are,equivalent to gauge trans-
formations. 

Note one significant point: the electron function C/\ (X)is a 
complex one, and confinement of the electron to periodical fields 
does not put the electron function beyond the given class of functi
ons and only changes its 'periodicity properties. 

b) Now let•s· proceed to non-Abelian SU(N) gauge theories. 
;' . ' ' ' :l 

In non-Abelian SU(N) gauge theories gauge fields 11; d. =-i ~tV-t 
are real (or reducible to real fields),.which is clear from the de
finition M = 'L'N~/',/f!:f=N!:i• The vector fields Aft being real, vec
tors of the state <J! f A?] . , built from these fields, cannot have any 
phase transformations. So it is necessary to make these fields comp
lex ones for the state vectors to have phase transformations.For 
this purpose one should either build a gauge theory based on the 
SL(N)group or make the SU(N) group a complex one. 

Let's consider the so-called large gauge transformations / 4/ 
in SU(N) 

r:{P~ . .,., ·~ ·. 

~r-t~t\'~-:-.• 2 ' ,, •. t ~ 

) ':}2~:L'l (~, 

i) 

I, 

where 

where 

..... AV' - v: A- v -1 +- j__ v:: v~ v -L 
. \I\. - rt. h. !J- h. rt • 

(4) 

U"' U) F-..e,xp(- ,· uzJ]'\ n =o, ti.,-tJ./ .. 

Vn Ct) ➔ j_ 

Iii ➔ d'-J 

A =-A "-TKJ ll'(i) = l,fri-(f}T~ 

The explicit form of l...;i,(K} for the SU(2) group is 

(,}· (X) = ff Xa T'' 
(X ~-ryt)Y:t. J 

X J..= IX/ 2
) f ➔ Y-X~

<s> 
Now we· give the standard proof of ·the·complex vacuum structure 

in non-Abelian gauge theories. 
➔ 

In view of the fact that iJ!. r A ft]. is not obligatory invari-
ant under gauge transformations from the class /~ f-0 and the Ha
miltonian is locally gauge-invariant, all eigenfunctions correspon
ding to the given eigenvalue of the energy can be determined with 
an accuracy to the constant phase shift (the phase shift must be the 
same for all eigenfunctions) 

➔ :nc1 ..v [A_,..] 
':f ( A"'.J =- e . .L,. • 

(6) 

Now the Hilbert space of the theory is divided into sectors 
numbered by a continuous parameter 0 • Each sector contains states· 
constructed over the corresponding 0 vacuum. In this case the wave 
function of the vacuum state 'i!G (+]can be intuitively represented 

as f (I( J =- ~ ·f; \1 (l .f ~JA] 
G n.,, - o0 ➔ <1 > 

Th~re exists tunnelling between different ~Vl. [ AJprovided by 
instantons. We have given a standard way of construction of the 
camplex ·vacuum structure in non-Abelian gauge theories. 

Remember that fields A1~ in SU(N) theories are real (or reducib
le to real fields), so phase transformations (6), (7) do not exist 
for them. The picture appearing in these theories is described in the 
Introduction.·A detailed description of the above-mentioned picture 
will be given in our future papers. Here we note that this problem 
is touched upon in ref. /S/ 
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Phase transformations (6),(7) can arise in non-Abelian theories 
based on comlexified SV(N) groups and SL(N) groups. 

c) Now let's consider a neutral fermion (the so-called Majorana 
particle). 

The kinetic term of the Lagrangian of a Majorana particle has 
the form 161 : 1(' _ -1 - I ~ iP 

(1.J - - J., Cf (J/'1 'DX/~ 1 

'f-;:: <f1.. t- (L/1..)\ y -

C-charge conjugation o·perator; 
'f -transpose. 

'fc= er• (8) 

From (8) we have 

lf (xj ·= Sl·'~)J/ vr ( u t(p}a,i(pJ/P;. u. t(-p)a;(P}if1d3p, 
2. Pc (9) 

·z 
(,( (pf spinor with momentum p and helicity "l , 

(,l 't (-p)-= C: ( li."t-(-p)) ~, 

a..'t.and (!;\., ~ lp)are operators of destruction and production of. 
particles with momentum p and belicity "(., • 

It follows from (9) the tf ex) is a field- of a really neutral 
particle with spin I/2. 

It means that the gauge transformation· · 

':t''(x) = e[r1v-tc1-} > t'Cx)~ '.ftt)-il.J.-

which existed for Dirac spinors 'J! , ¥: does not exist for fields 
lf ('Ji} • i.e. a field Cf {xj has no gauge charge transformation 

because it is real, unlike a field 'l Ci) 
Now , since the field lf(X) is a really neutral field, we must 

comprehend the possibility of this field appearing in the theory of 
(electro) weak (N = 2) interaction. 

The weak interaction current bas the form 

j{ = 'J! JA{, l~i-;--3 
(IO) 

where . lJ:. is the Dirac apinor field. Thia field baa a charge, and it 
justifies existence of current (IO) in the theory of weak (electro
weak) interaction. 

4. 

/~.-

llJ 
( 

Jl 
tJ 

If now we formally re-write expression (IO) as 

jr = i.p Ct)J~ 1f l-t], 
(II) 

where Lf' ()() is the spinor field of a really neutral Jl.'lajorana par
ticle, it will be completely meaningless, because the LfCX} field· 
of a really neutral particle and expression (II) cannot be connected 
with any charge and thus with any interaction like f:tint= /1,J)"i A_r 
(see ref / 7/ about relations between particle masses and charges). 

Besides, we know from experiments on decays of leptons and qua
si-elastic interactions .of neutrino~ that the corresponding lepton 
numbers (in the theory of (electro)weak interaction fermions appear 
as dupleta ( ~) ) are well conserved. 

So, if we want to use the purely neutral Majorana spinor field 
Cf ( 'i.} instead of the Dirac charged ~pinor field '£ (Xj ·, in this· 

theory we cannot have an interaction, i.e. to construct an analogue 
of the weak interaction theory. 

Now let's proceed the problems related to masses of Majorana 
particles. 

Since the cf ex) is a field of a pure neutral particle, 
we cannot get the mass of this particle through interactions with 
gauge fields, i.e. by a standard method. 

The field Cf (X} being really neutral, we cannot get the mass 
by means of the Yukawa mechanism. 

<J -=· -~ a (/1 h. ff-::: - ~ a 'f-{h 0 t- h 
1
(tj} f1J(x} =0, 

~ r.i' .2, d' 1 (I2) 

where ko is constant. 

Besides, the Yukawa mechanism demands that the field <f1Cx) 
should be a complex one. 

Thus, we arrive at a conclusion that the Majorana spinor fields 

<f (t) must be massless 

M.\f = o. (IJ) 

Since the total probability of neutrinoless double beta decay 
includes masses of Majorana particles 

G ;i rn .:t. 
r: - i. e. 
CV - ~- {~)3 / <: rn;,/~F(i,;-) ·tm>--=- ~v;/rn~, 

) '(. = e;r, "r: 
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then 

rov;:; 0, (I4) 
Thus, it is difficult to include a Majorana particle in the 

theory within the standard approach. 

3.Conclusion 

In the Introduction we gave a possible interpretation of topo
logical non-local solutions of classical SU(N) gauge theories, na
mely treating these solutions as non-local (classical) objects 
arising in plasma from vector particles (at zero temperature). ONing 
to absence of poles these solutions can be analytically continued 
from the Euclidean space to the Minkowski space. In the authors 
opinion, the necessity of interpreting the s_olution in 'this way 
arises from the fact that rP-ality of vector field in SU(N) non- Abe
lia~ .gauge theories prev~nts ·them _from having gauge transformations 
which c~uld. be a~sociat~d w'ith new conserved numbers or with a new 
transformation parameter of the f9 type,. A possibility of this 
appears in extended theories (e.g. in comple:x:ified SU(N) theories) • 
Besides, the solutions obtained in these SU(N) theories correspond 
to a new type of particles (fields), and the direct relation bet
ween .the initial vector fields and this solution is not observed. 

In subsection b) of section 2 in this paper it was illustrated 
with the Bloch function for solid state physics that because 
of reality of vector fields in non-Abelian SU(N) theories the com
plex vacuum structure does not appear in these theories. 

_In section 2 (subsection c)) it was show that because of rigid 
requirements to obtaining Jl'lajorana p':::ticles (fields) i(ct} from 
Dirac particles (fields) 'J!(x} , lj!()(j the fields CfCX} 
become real and lose charge gauge invariance, turning into really 
neutral spinor particles. As a'result, these particles cannot be 
included in SU(N) gauge theories. Besides, these Majorana particles 
cannot get a mass in a standard way, i~e. they remain massless. 
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